Nicky Morgan will propose and
fund
a
new
'College
of
Teaching' today

Nicky Morgan will unveil plans today to create a new ‘College
of Teaching’, similar to medical bodies such as the Royal
College of Physicians and the Royal College of Surgeons. The
College, once established, will provide training programmes,
conduct educational research and set professional standards
for teachers.
Morgan will announce that taxpayers’ money will be used to
help fund the start up costs of the new organisation although
it is still unclear whether membership of it will be voluntary
or compulsory, and whether or not it will adopt a subscription
model to help fund its own existence.
Those of us with longer memories, will recall that one of the
first things that Michael Gove did was to abolish the General
Teaching Council for England (which adopted a subscription
based approach on a compulsory basis for all teachers in
England) and subsume its powers directly within an Executive

Agency at the Department for Education. It seems unlikely that
any such powers will flow back to this new College of Teaching
leaving its exact status somewhat ambiguous at the present
time.
However, if reports in today’s Telegraph are to be
believed, it does seem clear that the college will be
independent of Government yet an important new component of
Morgan’s drive to ‘raise the standards of teaching’.
One interesting area might be around the professional
standards for teachers. If the new College of Teaching sets
those standards, will it be empowered to enforce them (like
the previous GTCE)? Will it also be responsible for the
transition arrangements for students who have undertaken
initial teacher education as they progress into their NQT year
(something that has completely neglected by central Government
over the last four years).
It seems that Morgan is keen to establish the college at some
point during 2015.

